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Sumptuously supportive and comfortable, the Ultimate collection is an exclusive 

range of exceptional beds that will transport you to a world of luxurious comfort 

and transform the quality of your sleep.

Expertly hand-crafted by artisans, this exclusive collection is based on four key  

design pillars: luxury, comfort, support and innovation.

Each mattress features our award-winning spring systems layered with 100% natural  

fillings, from home-grown Yorkshire wool to the finest goat angora, silk and cashmere  

procured from sustainable sources around the world.

The Ultimate collection is the culmination of many years of expertise in bed making from  

our prestigious British manufacturer. From the day we first opened our doors more than  

150 years ago, the John Lewis name has represented superlative quality that you can rely on.  

Together we have rewritten standard bed manufacturing rules so that you can enjoy a  

wonderfully luxurious night’s sleep.

Ultimate collection
Welcome to the
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Perfection cannot be hurried. Hand-crafted by artisans, your Ultimate 

collection mattress combines the finest fillings and most advanced spring 

systems with a wealth of bed-making knowledge passed down over the 

centuries from generation to generation.

We pride ourselves on our attention to detail and loving care that goes 

into every Ultimate collection mattress. Our natural fillings are blended to 

our unique recipe, individually layered and secured by hand-tufting. Each air 

vent is personally added to the border which is then skillfully side-stitched to 

ensure the mattress supports you right up to the very edge of the sleeping 

surface. Finally, plush, silky-smooth fabric woven on looms in the heart of the 

traditional Yorkshire weaving region is individually sewn to the mattress  

surface by our talented upholsterers. 

Our expert bed makers are among the very best in the world; skilled at 

combining time-honoured craftsmanship with innovation and always seeking 

new ways to perfect comfort. The flair and passion that goes into crafting an 

Ultimate collection bed is testament to our commitment to quality.

“The loving care and attention 

to detail is reflected in every 

Ultimate collection mattress. 

“

artisan approach
The
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“Premium natural fillings for 

the ultimate in comfort. 

“

Sleep is essential as it rejuvenates the body and refreshes the mind.  

Exquisitely soft and supremely supportive, our 100% natural fillings deliver  

a more restful sleep that leaves you feeling refreshed for the day ahead.

Home-grown fillings such as Yorkshire wool from our family-run farm are 

complemented by a range of carefully sourced exotic fibres. These include  

downy angora goat wool, which has an exceptionally luxurious texture; the  

finest cashmere wool, offering a supremely comfortable and opulent feel; and  

soft, resilient silk, known for its strength and temperature-regulating properties. 

Natural fillings absorb moisture and regulate temperature, keeping you cool  

and dry throughout the night. All our Ultimate collection mattresses benefit  

from warm and cool sleeping surfaces that you can alternate to coincide with  

the seasons: a snug, wool-rich layer for the winter and a cool cotton-rich side  

for the warmer months.  

Designed to be completely recyclable at the end of its life, an Ultimate collection 

bed is an investment that will not cost the earth. 

natural comfort
Home-grown
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“Award-winning and unique spring 

systems provide exceptional support 

where it’s needed most.

“

spring systems
Award-winning

Sleep soundly with the support of one of the most advanced spring systems in the  

world. A high spring count means better and more targeted support. Every mattress  

in the Ultimate collection boasts thousands of precision-engineered pocket springs  

to keep your spine in alignment and cradle your body from head to toe.

The award-winning Revolution® pocket spring system at the core of the mattress has a 

unique ‘spring within a spring’ two-stage action. First the outer spring yields to the lighter 

areas of the body then, as the heavier parts of your body sink into the mattress, the inner 

spring engages to deliver additional support where you need it most.

Complementing the core Revolution® system are thousands of smaller High Density 

springs, made from specially developed ultra-fine wire. These mould to the body’s 

contours, reacting instantly to any shifts in movement, relieving the pressure points  

that can cause backache or joint pain, while reducing tossing and turning.

 

To ensure you get the best night’s sleep possible our mattresses are available  

in a choice of two tensions - regular and firm. You can even tailor make your bed  

with a different tension on each side because the idea of comfort is so unique to you,  

both you and your partner can enjoy the perfect support.
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“We use natural fibres in our 

collection including flax grown 

right here on the Leckford estate.

“

Bringing the best products to the British public since 1864, the John Lewis name 

is synonymous with excellence. Our customers know that they can trust the 

quality of our products and the reliability of our service. The Ultimate collection 

is born out of our long heritage and commitment to being the best at what we 

do. All of our mattresses are made with natural fillings, some of which we grow 

ourselves on the Leckford Estate in Hampshire. 

The Leckford Estate was purchased by John Spedan Lewis of Oxford Street in 

1928. As well as being a visionary retailer, John Spedan Lewis had a vision for 

farming in harmony with the environment. It is with this philosophy in mind that 

the Leckford Farm was acquired; this is a working farm, which supplies milk, 

fruit, cider, flour and free-range eggs as well as Leckford free-range chickens to 

Waitrose branches. 

The farm is used to grow our very own Leckford Linen, which is used in the filling 

blends of our Ultimate collection mattresses. High quality flax seeds are sown 

and cultivated to produce a wonderfully resilient fibre, which is known for its 

temperature and moisture-management properties. 

The Leckford Estate is all about innovative practices, quality, and respect for 

the environment. But, above all, it’s about delivering customers the very finest 

products from known sources. From the luxurious mattress fabric woven on our 

looms in Yorkshire, to the home-grown natural fillings and attention to detail 

dedicated to every stage of our bed-making process, this high-quality collection 

demonstrates our commitment to remaining at the forefront of mattress design. 

By growing the linen ourselves on the Leckford Estate, it not only ensures the 

highest quality of our fillings but also reduces our carbon footprint too, which 

shares in John Spedan Lewis’s original vision for farming in harmony with the 

environment. 

Our heritage
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Ultimate Angora super king size mattress shown with  

Richmond headboard and Luxury True Edge Divan base in Weave Mist

Designed for those who appreciate true 

comfort, the Ultimate Angora combines 100% 

natural fillings with innovative pocket spring 

technology for a superbly comfortable night’s 

sleep.

With a total of 24,000 individual Revolution® and High 

Density pocket springs and four rows of side-stitching, 

the Ultimate Angora offers sumptuous support, all 

night, every night. Layered above the advanced spring 

system, a blend of premium fillings stimulate airflow 

and keep you cool and dry – sumptuously soft kapok 

tree-silk, cashmere, Egyptian cotton, British fleece wool, 

Yorkshire wool, Leckford linen, Yorkshire hemp and, of 

course, downy angora goat hair. 

Softer and more luxurious to the touch than sheep’s 

wool, angora goat wool is used in the upper layers of 

the Ultimate Angora mattress. Offering soft support 

and superlative temperature regulation, angora fibres 

are extremely soft, durable and finer than wool, helping 

to provide the Ultimate Angora mattress with a truly 

comfortable feel. 

The Ultimate Angora is available in two tensions and 

a host of size options, including Zip & Link, where a 

different tension can be specified for each side of the 

mattress… the choice is ultimately yours.

Ultimate Angora

“ Innovative spring technology and 

wonderfully snug angora goat hair 

blended fillings for hand-made 

luxurious comfort.

“
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The Ultimate Silk mattress is slightly firmer 

in feel with bespoke luxury tailoring. Silk 

is blended into the fillings for enhanced 

indulgence and the advanced pocket-spring 

system delivers a superbly supportive night’s 

sleep.

With 27,000 Revolution® and High Density pocket 

springs, each encased in natural pocket cloth, this 

deluxe mattress provides excellent support, cradling 

you as you sleep. Five rows of hand side-stitching 

support the mattress borders and allow the full 

sleeping surface to be used.

Taking relaxation to a new level, the 100% natural 

fillings include alpaca fleece, kapok tree-silk, cashmere, 

angora goat wool, Egyptian cotton, British fleece 

wool, Leckford Linen and Yorkshire hemp. Delightfully 

velvety in texture, the lustrous fibres of the kapok tree 

are harvested to provide a beautifully light silk that is 

remarkably strong and resilient.

Available in two tensions and a host of size options, 

the Ultimate Silk can also be ordered as a Zip & Link, 

with a different tension for each side of the mattress – 

it’s up to you to choose.

Ultimate Silk super king size mattress shown with Gloucester  

headboard and Luxury True Edge Divan base in Linetta Taupe

“Sumptuous silk for 

enhanced indulgence 

features in this superbly 

supportive mattress.

“
Ultimate Silk
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Ultimate Cashmere super king size mattress shown with Lancaster 

headboard and Luxury True Edge Divan base in Sienna Slate

Lovingly handcrafted by Yorkshire artisans, 

the Ultimate Cashmere is for those who 

appreciate the very finest luxuries in life. 

Cashmere pashmina wool has a plush, delicate 

texture and is strong, light and soft giving this 

mattress a truly indulgent and sumptuous 

feel.

The innovative Revolution® pocket-spring system at 

the heart of the mattress has a total of 32,000 springs, 

comprising a core of award-winning Revolution® 

springs for superlative deep support and layers of 

smaller High Density springs, which react instantly as 

you change position. 

Six rows of hand side-stitching reinforce the mattress 

borders, while the 100% natural and hypoallergenic 

fillings include pashmina, alpaca fleece, kapok tree-silk, 

cashmere, angora goat wool, Egyptian cotton, British 

fleece wool, Leckford Linen and Yorkshire hemp. 

Luxuriously smooth pashmina wool from the cashmere 

goat is blended in layers close to the sleeping surface. 

This fine, soft wool absorbs moisture and promotes 

airflow for a truly restful sleep.

Custom-made to your individual preferences, the 

Ultimate Cashmere is available in two tensions and a 

range of size options. These include Zip & Link, with 

a different tension for you and your partner’s side. 

Ultimately, the choice is yours.

“Luxurious pashmina and an 

exceptional 32,000 pocket 

springs - for those who 

appreciate the very finest 

luxuries in life.

“
Ultimate Cashmere
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Create a luxuriously relaxing environment and enhance your quality of sleep 

with a bed tailor made to your individual preferences. Choose your bespoke 

options from our stylish range of accessories to create your own individual 

Ultimate collection bed. 

Engineered with the highest spring count ever seen in a mattress base, the 

True Edge pocket-sprung divan is available in two heights, with a range 

of wooden leg and storage options. Each side of your mattress can be 

customised for the firmness to suit the needs of you and your partner,  

while the Zip & Link option allows for easy mattress turning.

Every bespoke bed can be further customised with a wide selection of 

sophisticated fabric colours and styles for the headboard and divan base. For 

the finishing touches, enrich your interior design with remote-control LED 

mood lighting and add a functional element with USB charging ports or a 

remote-controlled pocket-sprung backlift.

The Scandinavian spruce timber used in the construction of the Ultimate 

collection True Edge divans and headboards is certified by the Forest 

Stewardship Council® (FSC®), which means that it comes from well-managed 

forests that provide environmental, social and economic benefits. Renowned 

for its strength, fine grain and trueness of line, this timber forms the solid 

foundation on which your mattress rests.

“Customise your Ultimate 

collection bed to suit your 

preferences.

“

Tailored for

your comfort
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2 Standard drawers

Carefully constructed from sustainably sourced FSC® certified wood and benefiting from 3,500 

individual pocket springs, the Luxury True Edge divan base is a cut above conventional divan bases. 

Perfected by craftsmen, it provides a stable support for your Ultimate collection mattress, allowing 

the full sleeping surface to be used without fear of ‘roll off’.

Available in a host of fabric options, the Luxury True Edge divan can be specified in a low height 

format or in a standard height. The standard height divan is offered with inset traditional brush metal 

shepherd castors and a choice of three solid-wood drawer combinations.

2 Continental drawers
2 Standard drawers

Without drawers

4 Standard drawers

Tapered leg in  
Mahogany finish
Leg height: 15cm

Shark’s Tooth leg in 
Antique finish
Leg height: 15cm

Angled Round leg in 
Natural finish 
Leg height: 10cm

Complementing the most elegant interior design schemes, the luxury low height True Edge divan is available with a 

choice of three contemporary leg styles, each offered in three different finishes – Mahogany, Antique and Natural.

Luxury True Edge divan Luxury True Edge divan Luxury True Edge divan

Drawers are not available on this model

Luxury low height True Edge divanLuxury True Edge divan

Standard height Luxury True Edge divan with continental  

and standard drawers shown in Weave Mist

True Edge Divans
Luxury
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Ultimate dual backlift divan and Gloucester headboard shown in  

Linetta Taupe with Ultimate Angora super king size Zip & Link mattress

For additional flexibility, comfort and support, invest in the Ultimate 

backlift divan. Designed to raise the pillow end of the bed for reading, 

watching television or using a tablet or laptop, it can also benefit people 

who have difficulty sleeping on a flat surface or need assistance getting 

in and out of bed.

Offering all the comfort of a standard pocket-sprung divan base, but 

with the added flexibility of a remote-control motorised backlift, the 

divan can be partnered with the Ultimate collection mattress of your 

choice. Available as a single mechanism or as a dual backlift*, where 

each side of the bed has its own control and motor, enabling you to 

adjust your side of the bed independently from your partner.

*Dual backlift divan must be ordered with a Zip & Link mattress.

Ultimate backlift divan

Zip & Link

If you prefer, king and super king size mattresses can be produced zipped 

in two pieces. Perfect if you and your partner prefer different tensions or 

access to your bedroom is difficult. These mattresses are lighter than a 

complete king or super king size mattress and easier to turn.
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For the most accurate representation and to help you with your selection, you can see all of our fabric  

options in store or you can speak to a Partner to arrange swatches to be sent out by post.

Wool Style 
Slate Grey

Herringbone 
Pewter

Canvas 
Anthracite

Canvas  
Grey

Crush Velvet 
Midnight

Sienna 
Slate

Sienna 
Ash

Weave 
Mist

Naomi 
Linen

Hessian 
Fossil

Canvas  
Clay

Crush Velvet  
Hessian

Canvas  
Crystal Grey

Herringbone 
Oyster

Crush Velvet 
Regency

Canvas 
Stone

Canvas  
Dove

Weave 
Ash

Velvet 
Grey

Velvet 
Dolphin

Wool Style 
Silver Grey

Canvas  
Storm

Canvas 
Steel

Naomi 
Silver

The stunning array of colours and textures sourced for our fabrics will leave you feeling spoiled  

for choice. Soft to the touch yet hardwearing to last the lifetime of the bed, our headboard and  

divan base fabrics provide the finishing touch to your Ultimate collection bed.

Sumptuous fabrics

Flax 
Bramble

Sienna 
Mole

Canvas 
Bark

Flax 
Earth

Canvas 
Heather

Crush Velvet 
Sable

Sienna 
Corn

Naomi 
Corn

Sienna 
Sky

Naomi 
Azure

Naomi 
Mauve

Naomi  
Bordeaux

Hessian 
Parchment

Flax 
Parchment

Herringbone 
Shell

Velvet 
Ivory

Hessian 
Vanilla

Sienna 
Beige

Linetta 
Taupe

Herringbone 
Wheat

Herringbone 
Fawn

Taupe 
Twill

Linetta 
Biscuit

Canvas 
Pebble
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headboards
Stylish

A haven of relaxation, a luxurious space to unwind, a stylish boudoir 

reflecting your design sensibilities – your bedroom can be all these things 

and more. Our beautifully designed headboards are created to complement 

your bedroom décor and set off your sumptuously stylish John Lewis 

Ultimate collection bed as the perfect finishing touch. 

Available as either full height - providing greater stability, or in a strutted 

option - for easier access and delivery. All headboards come in a wide  

range of colours, styles and fabrics which you can see in store. 

All headboards are made to order within 6-8 weeks unless stated otherwise.

Bedford Brooklyn Buckingham Gloucester Hornington Harlow Lancaster Richmond Tatton

F U L L  H E I G H T  O P T I O N  ( F U L L  H E I G H T  F R O M  F L O O R )

127cm 146cm 146cm 152cm 158cm 143cm 137cm 127cm 141cm

S T R U T T E D  O P T I O N  ( H E I G H T  O F  H E A D B O A R D  N O T  I N C L U D I N G  S T R U T S )

55cm N/A N/A N/A N/A 88cm N/A 87cm N/A

D E P T H

10cm 9cm 9cm 8cm 30cm 16cm 10cm 8cm 11cm
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Ultimate Cashmere super king size mattress, Luxury True Edge 

low height divan with Shark’s Tooth legs in Mahogany finish and 

Lancaster headboard shown in Sienna Slate with backlit lighting

Enhance the ambience of your bedroom with our Ultimate lighting feature and turn your 

sleeping environment into a private sanctuary away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

Remotely controlled, the Ultimate lighting system has three levels of lighting to reflect your 

mood or for convenience to avoid disturbing your partner. Available on all Ultimate divan types 

and headboards, it will transform your bedroom into a stylish and sultry boudoir.

Backlit lighting

*USB ports need to be purchased with an Ultimate collection headboard.

finishing touches
The

Practical and convenient, the USB port option* allows you to charge your smartphone, tablet, e-readers 

and other devices while you sleep. Fitted to the rear at either side of the headboard, this useful option 

is a must for those with busy lifestyles, offering a tidy and accessible charging port for digital devices.

USB port
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Whatever you do during the day, your body needs time to rest at night. 

A good night’s sleep is one of the best gifts you can give yourself. Its benefits are  

far reaching, from physical health to mental wellbeing. Sleep gives your body time  

to rejuvenate and your mind time to rest and process the events of the day.

Waking up tired can affect your mood, your judgement and even your ability  

to learn, which can impact your relationships and your working life. 

Creating the right environment for sleep is essential. Ensure your bedroom  

is free from clutter, block out excess noise and light and choose calm,  

restful colours for your décor. 

Keep active during the day but develop a gentler routine for the evenings. Eat early  

to give your food time to digest, avoid caffeinated drinks and limit your intake of 

alcohol and sugary foods. A warm bath early in the evening can help you relax,  

as can reading a book rather than using electronic gadgets. 

The ultimate night’s sleep may seem like a dream, but investing  

in an Ultimate collection bed is the ideal starting point.

From the award-winning spring systems and luxurious natural fillings to the  

loving care that goes into the hand tufting and side-stitching, each component  

of your artisan bed is designed to improve the quality of your sleep. 

The Ultimate collection – for the ultimate night’s sleep.

Ultimate night’s sleep
The

1. Kapok tree-silk and Yorkshire wool blend

ULTIMATE ANGORA
Spring count (150cm mattress): 24,000 individual pocket springs

2. Leckford linen and Egyptian cotton blend
3. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool, 

angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend
4. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
5. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
6. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
7. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
8. Revolution® NatureCoil pocket springs
9. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
10. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
11. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
12. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs

Nickel air vents 16

Surface Cover 

100% viscose Beluga fabric 
woven in Yorkshire 

Tufts

Cream wool rosettes

Turn with the seasons

Yes

Side-stitching rows 4

13. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool, 
angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend

14. Kapok tree-silk and Yorkshire wool blend
15. Egyptian cotton blend

ULTIMATE SILK
Spring count (150cm mattress): 27,000 individual pocket springs

Nickel air vents 16

Surface Cover 

100% viscose Beluga fabric 
woven in Yorkshire 

Tufts

Cream wool rosettes

Turn with the seasons

Yes

Side-stitching rows 5

ULTIMATE CASHMERE
Spring count (150cm mattress): 32,000 individual pocket springs

Nickel air vents 16

Surface Cover 

100% viscose Beluga fabric 
woven in Yorkshire 

Tufts

Cream wool rosettes

Turn with the seasons

Yes

Side-stitching rows 6

1. Alpaca fleece and kapok tree-silk blend
2. Leckford linen and Egyptian cotton blend
3. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool, 

angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend
4. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
5. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
6. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
7. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
8. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
9. Revolution® NatureCoil pocket springs
10. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
11. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
12. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
13. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
14. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
15. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool,  

angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend
16. Alpaca fleece and kapok tree-silk blend
17. Egyptian cotton blend

1. Pashmina, alpaca fleece and kapok tree-silk blend
2. Leckford linen and Egyptian cotton blend
3. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool, 

angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend
4. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
5. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
6. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
7. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
8. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
9. Revolution® NatureCoil pocket springs
10. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
11. 2000 High Density calico pocket springs
12. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
13. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
14. 4000 High Density 4K calico pocket springs
15. Yorkshire hemp, cotton, British fleece wool,  

angora goat hair, cashmere hair and silk blend
16. Pashmina, alpaca fleece and kapok tree-silk blend
17. Egyptian cotton blend
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